Preservation of Tradition Fund Reaches Out

Members of classes 1950-1960s will be contacted to support The Preservation of Tradition Fund for the University Libraries. Fran Cicero Shepherd ’62 believes that these classes and individuals can best work to support this Fund. Among the new projects: digitizing yearbooks, student newspapers, and photo collections as well as providing oral history interviews.

New Major Donor for Fund for Materials in Fine Arts, Performing Arts

Ma. Lourdes Reyes-Bautista ’69 has joined in support of University Libraries Fund for Materials in Fine Arts and Performing Arts. Director and treasurer, Eduplan Philippines, Inc., Ms. Bautista and her family have long been consistent patrons of the arts in their native country. Her substantial contribution will ensure that the arts flourish at University at Albany. She will also advance the Fund through a network of UAlbany’s international students.

Greatest Generation Fund Supporters Celebrate on October 7

The Greatest Generation Fund for the Libraries roared past its $100,000 goal in June 2005, three years ahead of schedule. Pictured above are individuals who joined in a celebration in the Libraries on October 7, Homecoming Weekend. The Fund continues to raise additional funds through major gifts (cash, planned giving, and blends).
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